Gazelle realizes 1,255% growth with a
reverse logistics solution from CFS, Inc
About Gazelle
• www.gazelle.com
• reCommerce site launched
in 2008
• Provide customers with a
platform to sell their
smartphones & tablets
• Customers receive a package
called an “outbound box”
(OBB) which contains a
personalized packing slip,
pre-paid return label &
instructions for returning
their item
• Gadgets are then resold

Challenges
• Sending out OBB’s was
considered a burden rather than
a mission critical process by staff
• Lack of labor dedicated to
the process
• How to reduce the cost
per piece?
• How to manage purchasing and
storage of program materials?
• How to optimize effectiveness
of OBB
• How to sustain projected growth?

Goals
• Refocus internal resources on
business critical tasks by
outsourcing OBB fulﬁllment
process
• Transition to a partner within a
tight timeline
• Reduce cost per piece
• Prepare for growth

“…CFS has been a true partner. They are 100% reliable even
during peak volume and natural disasters, and are proactive about
identifying and facilitating optimizations”
– Eliza Royal, VP of Product

Gazelle was conﬁdent that explosive growth was imminent
In 2010, Gazelle, Inc realized they were outgrowing their headquarters and
started the process to procure and move into a larger space. At this point,
they were sending out approximately 200 OBBs daily, but the pool of
obsolete gadgets was growing & growing quickly. Concurrent with this move,
they also initiated a search for a partner to handle the critically important
process of sending out their outbound boxes (OBBs).
As they started the search for potential partners, Gazelle made it clear that the
winning partner needed to meet very speciﬁc short-term and long-term needs.
Short-term, move this process quickly and long-term, make it bigger and better.

CFS was conﬁdent in their solution, and made it bigger & better
CFS received the news that they were Gazelle’s chosen vendor in July of
2011. The move took place the following month, as the ﬁrst major iPhone announcement was rumored to be in September. Within two months, they
had to executed the CFSprocess+ plan, which included the need to secure
enough program supplies to cover 200,000 OBB’s.
August of 2011 ended with Hurricane
Irene and an epic power outage in the
Northeast. Gazelle was shocked to ﬁnd
out months later that CFS was without
power for one week following that storm,
relying on multiple back-up generators.
They never missed an OBB, they hit
their SLA 100% from day one and never
looked back.
Gazelle was right on with their growth
projections. CFS went from processing
200 OBBs a day to 575 OBBs a day that
same month. One month later, they
hit 1,500 a day, two months later
8,500 a day!

• Find a subject matter expert to
explore testing various services
and packaging
Continued on back ³

Approach Using CFS
process+ methodology
• Analyze Gazelle’s needs &
provide a roadmap for success
• Achieve Gazelle’s immediate goal
of moving the process as quickly
as possible
• Execute a long term solution
enabling system integration &
overall process scalability
• Implement a cycle of continuous
improvement focused on
increasing efﬁciency & reducing
the cost per piece

Result
• 1,255% growth in 3 years

A proprietary tool called CFSprocess+ provides both partners with a simple solution summary as well as
a roadmap for process implementation and continuous improvement.

• 100% on time SLA
• 81% reduction in cost per piece

“…Our job is to make
it really easy and even fun
for a customer to sell their
used electronics to us, and
that’s where CFS has been
a great partner.”
– Sarah Welch, CMO

CFS spent the balance of 2011 making improvements so they could handle the
additional volume forecast for 2012. A new large-scale back-up generator was
installed providing power to their entire 60,000 square-foot facility. System
integration and testing was completed, the pick pack slip was re-engineered,
prompting the need to obtain USPS label approvals…there was constant
improvement to work toward.
CFS invested in additional high-speed printers and folding equipment to automate
as much of the process as possible. When Gazelle realized that the speed of
delivery impacted their proﬁt margin more than the cost of delivery, CFS quickly
adjusted their process to send OBBs via ﬁrst-class service. When Gazelle wanted
to test various forms of packaging, CFS created processes to accommodate them
quickly so Gazelle could obtain timely and accurate test results.
Process improvement continued in 2012, evaluating every step of the process to
prepare for the 2012 iPhone announcement. Material & labor projections were
created, CFSprocess+ analysis deepened, additional staff was trained. That fall, CFS
successfully mailed over 193,000 OBB’s – 1,255% growth - while maintaining 100%
SLA performance.
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As growth leveled off to projected levels in 2013 and 2014, focus shifted to process
cost. Gazelle developed lighter next generation packaging, reducing ﬁrst-class
postage by .08 per OBB; the new package insert was also reusable, driving per
OBB cost even lower. At the same time, CFS continued to reduce labor and
material costs by re-engineering the technology involved; this effort saved Gazelle
another .05 per OBB. Working together, they reduced the cost per OBB by 81%
over the course of a 2 year period. CFS lives for this stuff!
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cfsinc.com

For more information on how we can help solve your logistics,
marketing, printing and fulﬁllment challenges call 508.285.2800
or visit cfsinc.com

